The article presents the project data of construction designs for an estimation of passability of wheeled and tracked military vehicles for checking the parameters that are accepted as obligatory within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). In particular, the constructions for determining the following parameters of passability are considered: ground clearance; angles of approach and departure; angle of climb; minimum turning radius; corridor width while turning with minimum radius; maximum angles of overcome gradients and side slope; maximum width of overcome vertical-sided ditch; maximum heights of overcome vertical wall and step; drawbar pull, speed and acceleration during mobility on the soft soil; and maximum depth of overcome water during fording.

The project data is selected from the data of proving grounds for wheeled and tracked military vehicles and the relevant documents of the USA and the Russian Federation so that they don’t come in a contradiction with publications of the NATO.
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that the passability of the vehicle determines its ability to move at bad road conditions, on off-road terrain and overcome different obstacles. All vehicles must have a characterization of passability, but various types of vehicle require different passability depending on purpose. For example, high-class passenger car is intended for moving only on the quality roads; therefore, it does not require any special passability. Trucks that are used to work on both good and bad roads and off-road terrain must have increased passability. It is natural that the passability has particular importance for military vehicles. Until the present, there are no common criteria by which it could be possible to estimate the complete passability; therefore, passability is estimated by means of comparative estimation of the ability of the vehicle to overcome difficult passable areas and various obstacles. If a vehicle is more passable, than more its average speed of performing of transport work in bad road conditions, off-road terrain and overcoming an obstacle.\textsuperscript{1,2}

MAIN PART

The vehicle can lose a moving ability due to some factors such as touching of vehicle projection parts with uneven surface of the road, danger of overturning on side slopes, impossibility of climbing gradients, insufficient adhesion of wheels or vehicle sinkage in the surface, dampening of vehicle electrical devices or penetration of water in the air inlet during fording and so on. Taking the noted factors into consideration, nomenclature of the military vehicle passability parameters can be expressed by the following way: ground clearance; angles of approach and departure; angle of climb; minimum turning radius; corridor width while turning with minimum radius; maximum angles of overcoming gradients and side slopes; maximum width of overcoming vertical-sided ditch; maximum heights of overcoming vertical wall and step; drawbar pull, speed and acceleration during mobility on the soft soil; and maximum depth of overcoming water depth during fording.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Parameters like ground clearance, angles of approach and departure, andw angle of climb are determined on a flat, level area, with hard cover (wood, concrete, asphalt and so on). If it is possible the area should be covered. The possible limits of the unevenness of the support surface is 3 mm, and inclination from horizontal - 5°.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Minimum turning radius and corridor width while turning with minimum radius can be determined on the area element shown on figure 1. Figure 2 shows section and plan view of this area.\textsuperscript{6,7}

Fig. 1. An air photo of the area element for the determination of turning radii.
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The gradients to be overcome by vehicles are arranged on hard, equal ground. It is allowed to cover them by artificial materials. The gradient complex for testing the vehicle passability consists of different gradients with 30-60 percent slopes. The gradient slope must be constant in length – it must be no less than twice the overall length of the vehicle. Acceptable inclination from constant slope is 5 percent. The testing gradients must have areas for turning the vehicles at both sides. Figure 3 represents the orientation scheme of the proving ground gradeability slopes. The given scheme unites gradients for testing the passability on the 30-, 40-, 45-, 50- and 60 percent slopes and Table 1 gives their orientation project data. Figure 4 shows the illustration of gradients with different slopes. The side slopes to be overcome by vehicles are arranged on hard, equal ground. It is allowed to cover them by artificial materials. The side slope complex for testing the vehicle passability consists of different slopes with 20-30- and 40 percent inclination. The side slope must be constant in the length and it must be no less than three

![Fig. 2. Section and plan view of turning circle.](image1)

![Fig. 3. Orientation scheme of the proving ground gradeability slopes.](image2)

### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Gradient slope (percent)</th>
<th>Carriageway length (m)</th>
<th>Material used for road cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The side slopes to be overcome by vehicles are arranged on hard, equal ground. It is allowed to cover them by artificial materials. The side slope complex for testing the vehicle passability consists of different slopes with 20-30- and 40 percent inclination. The side slope must be constant in the length and it must be no less than three
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times the overall length of the vehicle. Acceptable inclination from constant slope is 5 percent. Figure 5 and figure 6 represent 30 percent side slope transverse section and its illustration. Table 2 shows the orientation project data of side slopes.\textsuperscript{11,12,13}

\textbf{Fig. 4.} 30\% - percent grade (left) and 40 and 60\% - percent grades (right).

\textbf{Fig. 5.} Transverse section of the 30 percent side slope.

\textbf{Fig. 6.} Illustration of the 30 percent side slope.
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Table 2. Orientation project data of the side slopes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Side slope (percent)</th>
<th>Carriageway length (m)</th>
<th>Material used for road cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>concrete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A vertical-sided ditches (fig 7,a), vertical walls (fig 7,b) and vertical steps (fig 7,c) are arranged on a flat, level area, with hard cover as an assemble of various construction of different sizes. It is permissible to construct them from concrete. Dimensions of area must be suitable for complete overcoming of obstacles by vehicle. The length of every ditch must be no less than 4 m. The depth (h) of ditches must be selected in such a way so that when overcoming them by vehicle the wheels must not touch the ditch bottom. The length of each vertical wall and vertical step must be no less than 4 m. The breadth of vertical wall does not exceed its height (a ≤ h).  

Fig. 7. Schemes of vertical-sided ditches (a), vertical walls (b) and vertical steps (c).

The vertical wall (Fig. 8) can be equipped with replaceable timbers at the top so that the wall can be maintained in a standard condition following damage from tests. Orientation scheme of arrangement of vertical steps with different height is given on figure 9.  

Fig. 8. Vehicle ascending the vertical wall.
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The sand course is used during soft soil mobility of vehicle for determining the drawbar pull, speed and acceleration. The figure 10 shows project data of the sand course. Besides the above mentioned, the given parameters can be determined for fine-grained soil (for example loam, clay) as well as for natural terrain, as required. Parameters of testing areas (length, width) must not be less than parameters of sand course. Besides, there should be the means of irrigation and tilling in the depth to approximately 60 cm on the area of fine-grained soil. For irrigation, analogical construction can be used as given on figure 11.17,18,19

Fig. 9. Isometric view of the vertical walls.

Fig. 10. Plan view and transverse section of sand course.

Fig. 11. Mud bypass course with sprinklers operating.
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Project schemes of the basins for fording tests of the vehicles are given on figure 12 and figure 13. The bottom of the basin is made of compacted sandy crushed stone or concrete. Length of basin area with the equal depth must not be less than three times overall length of the vehicle. After coming out of the water, it must be possible to functionally check steer control and braking ability of the vehicle.

**CONCLUSION**

Thus, on the basis of corresponding normative documentation intended for military vehicles of USA and Russian Federation, the project schemes of building construction for estimation of passability of military vehicles have been developed. Mentioned schemes can be used for building the proving ground passability constructions and for checking the passability parameters of military vehicles by means of comparative estimation, which are obligatory in the frame of North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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